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Constance Reid, well known for her biographies of David Hilbert, Jerzy Ney- 
man, and Richard Courant, has in E. T. Bell a subject hat historians of mathemat- 
ics may find even more interesting than her previous ubjects, for it is Bell's works 
in the history of mathematics that made him famous. But historians of mathematics 
have never fully admitted Bell into their pantheon and include his works in bib- 
liographies uch as [3] only with hedging, and perhaps only then because of the 
sheer force of their popularity and influence. It is a commonplace that generations 
of mathematicians first realized that mathematics has a story beyond what is 
usually taught in classrooms through Bell's Men of Mathematics [1] and The 
Development ofMathematics [2]. When his works were recommended to me as 
a mathematics graduate student in the late 1960s they were a revelation. Until 
then I had not been aware that there was such a field of study as the history of 
mathematics, and I knew immediately that that was what I wanted to do. 
"The search" in the title refers, at one level, to the author's pursuit of basic 
information about Bell. This proves an absorbing challenge since he deliberately 
gave out false biographical information throughout his career--even his own family 
knew next to nothing about the facts of Bell's early childhood. This search takes 
Reid to Scotland, where Bell was born in 1883, and, through the help of Arthur 
C. Clarke in Sri Lanka, to the traces of Bell's brother and the latter's family. Ship 
passenger lists, census reports, tombstone inscriptions, and local newspapers in
California, Oregon, Canada, and England come into play to nail down who, when, 
and where. Bell did not keep letters, so Reid has had to rely on those saved by 
some of his correspondents whose own papers, in turn, have been preserved in 
archives. I was not aware that anyone was working on a life of Bell in 1991, when 
I came across over 100 letters from him to Walter H. Gage in the University of 
British Columbia library written during the period 1928 to 1947. Gage is mentioned 
by Reid as having been a student at Chicago in 1927 when Bell was there. I do 
not, however, believe that these letters would add much to the picture. 
Bell's great strength was his ability to convey the appeal of mathematics itself 
in his popular writings even if his treatment of its historical context is open to 
criticism. Reid accomplishes something of the converse in her biography: an 
account hat is historically meticulous and interesting, but is less able to convey 
such mathematical spects as, for example, what may have piqued Bell's own 
interest in mathematics. The reason for this is not so much that the author is (as 
she states) not conversant with the mathematics, but that she also had difficulty 
finding a mathematician today who could appreciate Bell's early mathematics, let 
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alone express what motivated it. For an evaluation and guide the author relies 
largely on a detailed account prepared by Lincoln K. Durst specifically for Reid's 
use in this biography. Kenneth O. May's Dictionary of Scientific Biography article 
on Bell barely treats his mathematics and needs radical revision as a whole 
in view of Reid's work. But Bell has not been entirely neglected by historians: 
his works from the 1920s, such as "Arithmetic of Logic" and the monograph 
Algebraic Arithmetic, play a substantial role in Herbert Mehrtens' history of lat- 
tice theory [6]. 
Bell's historical liberties do not go unremarked: use is made especially of Tony 
Rothman's wordsmanship n [7]. Some other historical details, however, could 
have been pursued a little further. Reid explains why Bell was an admirer of 
L. E. Dickson, the major number theorist in the United States. Bell worked with 
him at Chicago and liked to call him "the Texas cowboy." Though admitting that 
Dickson in his portraits has "a little of the look of Texas," Reid sees no other 
excuse for Bell's conferring this epithet on someone who "merely took his bache- 
lor's degree at the University of Texas" (p. 197); thus it is just another example 
of Bell's playful use of language. True, a brief biographical source might state 
that Dickson was born in Iowa, but a little further exploration would have revealed 
that Dickson was raised in Texas, returned there after he retired from Chicago, 
and that during his long stay at Chicago was generally regarded as very much the 
Texan, the "rough and ready Texan" as William L. Duren, Jr. puts it in [5,243]. 
A minor point but just the kind where Bell himself in some of his histories suc- 
ceeded in starting myths. 
At another level "the search" is for Bell's character and the reason for his 
misrepresentation f his early history. Here, the sources are mainly accounts of 
people who knew him, his letters, and his nonmathematical creations--novels 
(mainly science fiction), poetry, and paintings. Here, too, as a novelist, his decoy 
of a pseudonym, John Taine, signals the biographer that he is not going to make 
things easy for her. By the time a reader of this biography begins to wonder if 
the subject is really worth the trouble Reid has taken, the story of the pursuit has 
gained its own life. The story provides an unusual and variegated section of 
American mathematical society that almost overshadows Bell himself. Its charac- 
ters include the historian and collector D. E. Smith (whose course in history of 
mathematics at Columbia Bell took and admired), the book dealer Jacob Zeitlin, 
the poet Muriel Rukeyser, the number theorist Tom Apostol, and many more. 
Ultimately "the search" echoes Bell's idiosyncratic argument against he concept 
of absolute truth in his book, The Search for Truth. It is in keeping with the spirit 
of Reid's mystery story not to reveal in this review her conclusions as to why 
there was such obfuscation. 
Just as the mathematician lmost always removes the scaffolding before publish- 
ing, thereby making the historian's job of reconstruction more challenging, so the 
historian usually omits from publication an account of the unproductive leads, 
unsolved puzzles, and fruitless searches of archives, public records offices, and 
libraries. These are just the things, however, that Reid capitalizes on in describing 
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the search. If historians can argue that dead-end paths are valuable to know in 
trying to go beyond published mathematics, then it would seem to me hard to 
argue, historiographically at least, against making such information explicit in the 
historian's own work. This unusual approach runs the risk of putting the author 
in front of the ostensible subject, but here, in the face of the subject's own 
disinformation about himself and his not always truthful historical accounts, Reid's 
rigorously constructive method seems a most appropriate antidote. 
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Ce livre est issu, semble-t-il, d'un travail effectu6 tt l'Universit6 de Lyon II oO 
son auteur s'initiait h l'6gyptologie. I1 associe l'rtude linguistique des textes 
l'analyse de leur signification mathrmatique. A cet effet les textes 6crits en hirra- 
tique sont l'objet d'une transcription hirroglyphique (composre par ordinateur), 
d'une translittrration, et d'une traduction franqaise. L'examen porte sur 64 textes, 
tirrs principalement du Papyrus "Rhind" (pour 49 d'entre ux), du Papyrus de 
Moscou (10), et des Papyrus de Berlin, de Kahun, et drmotique. I1 s'agit donc 
bien stir de textes drj~t connus, quoique inrgalement commentrs. La bibliographie, 
dispersre ntre les notes infrapaginales tdeux pages complrmentaires en fin de 
volume, n'est pas prrsent6e systrmatiquement t comporte quelques lacunes. Son 
utilisation est parfois insuffisamment critique. La matirre st rrpartie ntre quatre 
sections, ayant pour objet successivement lesproc6drs de base utilisrs dans les 
calculs, puis ce que l'auteur appelle "g6om6trie," c'est-~-dire des calculs sur des 
